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Mike Lohrmann Large-Head Sculpture Opened
Rave Reviews from Uptown Passers-By: Next Up Don Smith
(Minneapolis) “It’s a beauty: the head watches as you wander by,” said metro
gadfly Dixie Drager-Clooney. “I was clubbing in Uptown last week and I saw
the Mom’s Newsletter stretch limousines at the opening and wandered over
to see all the commotion. They captured Mike’s head in a classy but ironically
understated way. George and I are both very impressed.”
City spokesperson Matt Brumble stated that “this would be the first of several
sculptures which will be introduced this summer. The next one will be a
bleached stone sculpture of Don Smith in which his forehead space will be
highlighted and possibly rented out for traffic updates.” Other names rumored
to be included in the Minneapolis park include a Mark Fielding (1988 version),
Matt Schnackenberg (with hat) and perhaps a current-day Colin Shellum. “The
egg shape of Colin’s head provides a counterbalance to the more rectangular
offerings of Lohrmann, Schnackenberg, Fielding and of course, the king of the
right angle head, Al Monroe,” said Brumble. “It will be a great fall season.”

Joanie and Judy Do Europe: London, Paris and Vatican City
The Daughters of Cardinal Bing See the Sights
(Holy See) Well, if someone had told the Newsletter that Judy
and Joanie were just back from Europe, we would have sent
that story tip to the “Did Not See That Coming” department.
But thanks to our friends at the TSA, it was confirmed the two
gallivanted around Europe doing whatever caught their fancy.
“We called up a few of Dad’s cardinal buddies,” said Judy. “All
we said was ‘Bing Miller’ and we were surrounded by more
red hats and orbs than you could shake a scepter at.” Joanie
agreed and added, “We hit the touristy places in London and
Paris but Vatican City was targeted to be our prime party
headquarters because Dad loved coming over to see all
his pals.” When asked what else they did in Rome, Joanie said,
“Hey, confession is over pal…next time subscribe to my Twitter handle “Cecilia57” and “#24hourpapalpeople.”
Mom’s Newsletter News and Inside Joke Feed: Restraining order was lifted at the end of June on the Newsletter (sorry
Dapper…we are back in business), Andy Ulseth got married, Alec Noll has joined the silent
service (ironically the only service branch his mother or grandmother would have NOT thrived),
Sarah Barnett graduated from P.A. school and is getting married, Cindi Ramm perfers to be
called “The Cindi” in all written correspondence, Kevin Thar has trademarked the name “Dave
Burrows™” as a new men’s cologne, Katie Barnett is getting married, JJ Monroe graduated and
is headed for music school, Bob Barnett is selling his plasma, John McGrory is taking dating
advice from Jim Mylrea and Tom Ayre so his social life is pretty much set in dull stone.

